ABSTRACT
Introduction to Power Engineering has been given with India-specific past developments and current obstacles faced by the nation's Power Engineering community in order to achieve a hundred percent electrification rate through clean and efficient means. India ranks second on the list of countries with the most population and seventh on the list of countries with the most land area, it is imperative that India becomes independent in terms of energy production, energy transmission and most importantly energy management. Electric power transmission-loss remains a major roadblock in the delivery of sufficient electric power to India's citizens and the Power Engineers of India have to contribute to the best of their abilities in order to solve the problem of electric power transmission-loss in the worlds

INTRODUCTION
Power Engineering is regarded as a specialist field Of Electrical Engineering where it encompasses the generation, transmission and usage of electricity and electric power (Ushakov, 2004) . Earliest recorded evidence of electricity was found in Greece where Thales of Miletus discovered static electricity while rubbing fur on materials such as amber. Alessandro Volta's invention of the electric battery ushered in a century of electrical and power systems innovation. India's introduction to electricity began in the year 1899 with the establishment of Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation (CESC). Harrison Road in Kolkata became the first electrically illuminated street in the year 1891. Calcutta experienced a transition from horse driven trams and fossil fuel powered industrial motors to electric trams and electric motors for industrial applications. Expertise in Power Engineering was of the upmost importance as work began on the Sidrapong Hydroelectric Power Plant, Shillong which used Beadon Falls as a source of generating electricity. The transmission and distribution component of Power Engineering enabled Shillong to be illuminated by electric lights in the year 1923 .
India is the seventh largest country in the world in terms of total surface area and second largest country in the world in terms of population. According to the World Bank, India is the sixth largest economy in the world with 74 % of its populace being classified a literate in accordance with India's Census of 2011 (Khare, 2015) . India has taken rapid strides in the field of Power Engineering since its independence in the year 1947. 97 % of India's urban populace has access to electricity, this statistic pales in comparison to 67 % of rural areas having electricity. Generation and transmission of electric power have been subjected to various schemes and policies initiated by the Government of India such as the Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DUGJY) which is the successor to the Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY). India has made progress in field of Electric Power Generation notwithstanding the fact that it has yet to make the same magnitude of progress in the field of Electric Power Transmission, International Energy Agency and US Energy Information Systems tabled a report stating that India's electricity transmission and distribution losses are as high as 20 % of the electricity intended to be transmitted and distributed (Palit, 2016) . To reduce the aforementioned statistic and increase efficiency of India's electric transmission and distribution network, National Load Dispatch Centre under Power System Operation Corporation Limited, a public sector enterprise was tasked with monitoring regional electricity girds, controlling dispatch and monitoring national electricity grids in the year of 2009. By the end of 2013, all of India's Regional Electricity Grids were interconnected and the National Smart Grid Mission was launched by the Government of India to accelerate the growth of better communication systems, decrease transmission and distribution losses, smart meters and other components of an efficient Smart Grid Network. Smart Grid Networks have had the attention of India's best and brightest Power Engineers since the inception of Industrial Revolution 4.0. A Power Engineer of the 21st Century has the responsibility of designing home electrical appliance which is Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) Ratings compliant. BEE Ratings are a 5-point scale for home-based electrical appliances with regards to energy conservation (Kappagantu, 2015) .
THE AIM OF THE STUDY
Our study is aimed at: finding the prevalent status specific to Power Engineering education in India; collecting data related to Power Engineering from various premier institutions of India such as Jadavpur University, National Institutes of Technologies and Indian Institutes of Technologies; overview of Power Engineering Education in India and scope of job opportunities in public sector as well as a private one.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESERCH METHODS
Scrutiny of engineering education for undergraduate courses and post graduate courses has been done in the past by well-known researchers. This research intends to assimilate information regarding Power Engineering undergraduate courses as well as post graduate courses. Syllabus of Power Engineering has been analyzed from websites of premier technological institutes and institutions classified as Institutes of National Importance. Framework for admissions into Power Engineering courses has been briefly discussed followed by syllabus of Power Engineering undergraduate and post-graduate courses. Doctoral syllabus and responsibilities of a Power Engineering Doctorate holder have been mentioned. Power Engineering is offered in some technological institutes of India to Diploma (Engineering or Technology) students as a compulsory subject. Out of the 4587 engineering and technology-oriented institutions in India, none of them offer a Diploma (Engineering or Technology) degree to students. Jadavpur University, a public university in the state of West Bengal, India offers a Bachelor of Technology degree in Power Engineering to interested students (Power Engineering Department-Jadavpur University, 2019). Admissions into Jadavpur University are done through West Bengal Joint Entrance Examination conducted by the West Bengal Joint Entrance Examinations Board, where students have to perform exceptionally well. First year syllabus of Bachelor of Engineering program for Power Engineering at Jadavpur University consists of subjects regarding advanced and applied sciences, engineering mathematics, engineering drawing (Murti, 1972) . Information Technology and Consulting is a sector that has found exponential growth in India. Keeping future job prospects from Information Technology and Consulting organizations in mind, Jadavpur University offers a Numerical Methods and Computer Programming subject in which students also have to perform laboratory experiments. All round development of the student is ensured when subjects such as Engineering Economics and Costing are offered to second year students of Bachelor of Engineering (Power Engineering) students. Pre-final year curriculum of Bachelor of Engineering (Power Engineering) is broadly focused on Electric Power Generation with subjects such as Steam Generators, Steam and Gas Turbines, Control Systems, Transducers and Measurement Systems and Microprocessor. Transmission and Distribution skills required by a Power Engineer are provided by Power Transfer Systems, a subject which covers the Mechanical and Electrical aspects of electric power transmission and distribution. Students of pre-final year have to perform laboratory experiments in the field of Transducers and Measurement Systems as well as using MATLAB to solve power plant related numerical problems. India is a signatory to the Paris Climate Change Agreement and the Kyoto Protocol, a congregation of countries who have decided to bring down their green -house gas emissions and slow down global warming. To achieve targets set under the Kyoto Protocol, India must gradually abandon the usage of fossil-fuel based electric power generation plants. Hydro Power Generation and Non-Conventional Power Generation are two subjects offered to pre-final year students of Bachelor of Engineering (Power Engineering) undergraduates in order to equip them with industry relevant knowledge and skills which will help them contribute to solving India's energy problems and saving the environment. 
RESULTS
Power Engineering graduates and undergraduates have the opportunity to work in the public sector and private sector. Public Sector Undertakings are corporations which are controlled and monitored by the Government of India mainly recruit Power Engineering enthusiasts by the means of Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE) examination. Power Engineering have to clear cut-off set by various Public Sector Undertakings followed by an interview, an essential pre-requisite for landing a job in a Public Sector Undertaking is that aspirants must have a minimum of 6.0 out of 10 on the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) scale or have a minimum of 60% marks in their graduate degree. Oil and Natural Gas Corporation of India Limited (ONGC), Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL), National Hydropower Corporation of India (NHPC) and Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) are some Public Sector Undertakings which recruit Power Engineers. Liberalisation of the Indian Economy in 1991 arrived with a boon for the private sector in India. Power generation, transmission and distribution sector benefitted from the opening of the Indian Economy as was seen by the entry of many private sector enterprises in this sector. Tata Power, Adani Power, Reliance Energy are some private sector enterprises which have benefitted the economy of India and its electricity consumers. In order to make India self-dependent in Electrical Power production, the Public Sector and Private Sector has taken up acceleration of Renewable Energy Technologies. The Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission has been implemented by the Government of India to establish India as a global leader in the solar sector by creating the policy norms (Quitzow, 2015 ). An ambitious target of deploying 20,000 MW of grid connected solar power plant by the year 2022 has been set. The Government of India has even provided subsidy on the installation of solar power plants both off grid and on grid. About 50 % of subsidy is provided to the people of general category, 75 % of subsidy is provided to the people of scheduled caste and 90 % to the people belonging to the category of scheduled tribe. Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI), a Public Sector Undertaking under the aegis of Ministry of New and Renewable Energy recruits Power Engineers to implement the program objectives of Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM). Tata Solar, Adani Power, Reliance Solar and Suzlon Energy recruit Power Engineers to work in the Renewable Energy Technology domain. Power Engineers are an essential part of utilising India's 7500-kilometre-long coastline in order to generate electrical power sourced from the force of wind and can find employment in Suzlon Energy, a private sector organisation which specializes in generation of electrical power through wind turbines .
CONCLUSIONS Power Engineers play a crucial role in making India a self-dependent nation in the terms of Electrical Power. Electrification of urban as well as rural areas have been one of the top priorities of Government of India since independence since electrification is responsible for bringing positive socio-economic change in the society. As mention earlier transmission and distribution losses amount to 20 % of the intended supplied electricity in India which is why reducing transmission and distribution losses remains a challenge for Power Engineers of India. Ultra-High Voltage Direct Current (UHVDC) for electric power transmission has emerged as a solution for India's transmission and distribution losses along with Superconductors. Electrical Engineering Department of Indian Institute of Technology-Kanpur has developed emulation worth model of Research and Development in the domain of Power Engineering. Power Management, Smart Grids and Microgrids are some research domains where research scholars work to create next generation technologies. In compliance with India's commitment to Renewable Energy, Power Engineers work on integrating Renewable Energy Systems with conventional source-based energy systems. Onset of Industrial Revolution 4.0 has brought the onus on Power Engineers to deliver environment friendly electric power to manufacturing industries of India and the world. Clean and Renewable Energy domain currently has the best and brightest of Power Engineering minds working to provide environment friendly electrical power to manufacturing units and residential areas alike. Smart Grids with Internet of Things enabled electrical appliances offer real-time statistics for usage of electricity and not only help Power Engineers design better components and electrical appliances but also conserve electrical power.
